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FEATURES 
Stratum features hundreds of pre-built 

performance views, KPI metrics and 

reports that run on top of the valuable 

data captured by order entry and other 

business systems. This data is imported, 

aligned and stored by Stratum in a 

central repository that can be easily 

accessed by users any time, anywhere 

… giving our clients significant insight 

into how well they’re performing 

against their plans while pinpointing 

variances and other anomalies that may 

require their review to ensure that every

thing stays on track. 

Stratum also features the most extensive 

capabilities available to publishers today 

for title forecasting, sell-thru demand 

forecasting, and more accurate sales 

and subscription planning. 

All publishers are uniquely different in the 
models and processes by which their businesses 
operate. Yet all share common challenges related 
to distribution, title performance, inventory 
investments, author and contributor royalties, 
title returns and service levels. Having total 
visibility into what's happening across the 
publishing supply chain is essential … and using 
that information to better plan the business 
while increasing productivity, reducing inventory / 
fulfillment costs, enhancing customer service, and 
promoting increased sales through meaningful 
data is critical to operational success. 

Over the past 13 years, Silvon has worked hand-
in-hand with publishing enterprises to give 
them better visibility into demand and 
operational performance … better planning 
and management of their titles … and better 
overall management of their accounts. These 
organizations rely on Silvon Stratum™ for 

operational planning, business intelligence and 
reporting. 
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A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF SILVON’S PUBLISHING CLIENTS … 

Trade publishers.  Religious publishers. Educational publishers. Academic publishers. 
Professional publishers. Specialty publishers. Reference publishers. 

• Shipments • BookScan
• Open Orders • Detail and Summary
• Point of Sale
• Inventory

• Reprint Analysis
• Inventory Visibility
• Inventory Optimization
• Returns Analysis

• Sales Reporting
• POS Flash Reporting
• Sell-Thru Analysis
• Channel Reporting
• Front List/Back List Reporting
• Category Analysis
• Circulation Analysis
• Renewal Analysis

Demand Analysis Supply Chain /
Operational Analysis



Ongoing Visibility to Demand & Operational 
Performance 
Many publishers require real-time visibility into product movement 
in order to provide the right categories and mixes of titles to 
market. With our solution, point-of-sale, BookScan and other 
sales- and marketing-related data can be imported into the 
Stratum data repository and easily viewed together with historical 
sales. The result? Greater visibility into actual demand, greater visi
bility into the performance of other publishers, increased new title 
and close-out performance, and the ability to quickly refine pro
motional focus and generate a greater return on your marketing 
investments. 

On the operational side, Stratum provides to publishers in-depth 
visibility into inventory, returns, reprints, and more, to help them 
make better reprint decisions, maintain a more efficient supply, 
reduce out-of-stocks, improve fill rates and reduce costs related to 
inventory excess and shipment expediting. 

Sales Analysis 

Measure sales performance from many perspectives, such as sales 
and profitability by title and customer based on various time 
periods, geographies, and other dimensions, from the highest or 
lowest level of detail. 

POS Flash Reporting 

Get a clear picture of what happened last week from a retail per
spective by market, bestseller list, top new titles, and more. 

Channel Analysis 

Conduct title analysis by channel with search capabilities by ISBN, 
title or author; analyze imprints, look at weekly gainers and 
decliners, and compare titles by channel, too. 

Samples Analysis 

Track the performance of samples and their ultimate impact 
on sales. 

Open Orders Analysis 

Monitor open orders so you can balance them with available 
inventory to meet account demand. 

Gain title visibility over multiple weeks with Stratum … balancing 

your inventory on-hand, open orders, reprint orders and available 

to promise 

Use Stratum to look at inventory velocity of similar titles over 

time … and compare that data to front list titles to better 

determine reprint quantities 

Generate flash reports showing title sell-thru performance 

by retailer and current supply status 



Inventory Analysis 

Evaluate inventory levels in order to better understand 

product movement, inventory investments and product 

availability. 

Accounts Receivable Analysis 

Study payment performance and credit balances in summary 

or detail. Profile accounts and assess long-term accounts 

receivable trends. 

Circulation Analysis 

Analyze your subscriber base by paid circulation, attrition 

rate and subscription source. 

Claims Analysis 

Investigate claims trends and patterns from a product, 

customer or geographic perspective. 

Subscription Renewal / Response Analysis 

Analyze response rates, retention rates, and payment rates 

for renewals by product, customer, geography, marketing 

strategy and more. 

Promotions Analysis 

Measure the effectiveness of sales and marketing campaigns 

and compare incentives, lists, price, and performance in 

terms of event lift analysis. 

Returns Analysis 

Dig into title returns to uncover trends and relationships from 

a product, customer or geographic perspective and pinpoint 

the reasons behind them. 

Provide your executives with dashboards that highlight key 

metrics related to ISBN sell-thru performance 

Analyze returns with ease so you can pinpoint and rectify 

problem areas quickly 

Use Stratum to easily monitor the status of subscription 

re-ups against your renewal targets 



Demand Forecasting

While subscription-based publishers generally have a good

grasp on title demand, others require the ability to generate

forecasts for Not Yet Published, Front List and Back List titles.

With Stratum, our publishing clients can establish demand

curves for new titles systematically based on sales history

related to an author, a similar title category, even the history

of another book … and to monitor and adjust these curves

to accurately reflect current demand patterns. Once the title

has at least one period of history, Stratum’s statistical power

can then be leveraged to generate forecasts based on that

history (including expected sales lift resulting from co-op 

promotions) to accurately and statistically predict ongoing

demand. 

Sales Planning

Stratum also provides the detailed analytics you need to

support sales planning for your titles across numerous

accounts (not just your top X titles at top X accounts). Use

Stratum to collaboratively manage your plans and budgets

and to leverage any historical data that you may have to

make adjustments when needed. Ultimately, you can

compare your plans to actual sales and analyze overall 

performance for each of your titles and accounts.  

Sales & Operations Planning

Our publishing clients have also found Stratum’s Sales &

Operations Planning framework a perfect foundation for

setting targets and measuring progress toward improved

performance, increasing teamwork and collaborative skills

using a single operating plan, and dynamically managing 

the business on a regular basis so you can respond quickly 

to demand or supply changes.

Stratum supports a collaborative sales & operations planning

process for any type of publishing business

Leverage Stratum to monitor your trade funds allowances, 

commitments and actual promotional spending

Cooperative Sales / Marketing Planning

Stratum’s built-in analytics helps publishing organizations create sound promotions for moving

titles with greater velocity based on previous performance for the title, consumer buying trends

related to similar titles, and a number of other variables. Plus, it lets you easily allocate promotional

funds by region, account group, title category, title name, and more … to reduce or eliminate

trade and promotional “overspending” due to a lack of visibility to realized actual spending. 



Inventory Optimization

You can rely on Stratum to analyze past, present and future 

data so you can build an ideal working inventory model for your

business, too.  

Once created, empower your users to operate against 

the model and make dynamic adjustments to recover profit from

your inventory investments. Many of our clients have reduced

their inventories by 30% through such optimization, while also

reducing out-of stock situations and ensuring that the right titles

and quantities are available to satisfy demand. 

Use Stratum to calculate inventory levels based on service rates to

better meet the supply needs of your accounts

Easily analyze the impact of various service levels on the inventory

value of your titles to better optimize your inventory investments



BUSINESS BENEFITS 

Supply Chain 

•	 Decreased out-of-stocks

•	 Ability to accurately forecast the front list

•	 Greater visibility for managing the back list

•	 Enhanced sell-thru visibility

•	 Progressive collaboration between publishers and their retail customers

Marketing 

•	 Increased market share

•	 Greater ability to react to unanticipated actual demand

•	 Enhanced ability to respond more rapidly to market opportunities

Sales & Category Management 

•	 Better ability to meet sales goals

•	 Decreased returns

•	 Minimized lost sales due to out-of-stocks

•	 More effective distributor relationships

•	 Greater account management

•	 Higher account and end-consumer satisfaction

IT / MIS 

•	 Leverage the data already captured by and stored in your current publishing

systems (along with any external marketing and point-of-sale data that you

receive) from an enterprise-wide data repository

•	 Lower operational costs with pre-built views and reports that can be deployed

“out of the box,” yet customized easily

•	 Greater ability to adapt to rapid changes in retailer data feeds and standards

•	 Greater ease in integrating various data sources

•	 Greater user involvement & commitment

USER BENEFITS 

•	 Eliminates manual data entry and manipulation

•	 Consolidates all retail data into one reporting database so everyone’s working

from the “same version of the truth”

•	 Offers friendly point-and click capabilities, drill up/down exploration of data,

data filtering, alerts and broadcasts

•	 Pre-built exception reports flag anomalies as the occur so users have more time

to strategize

•	 Presents analytical results in sophisticated charts and graphs

•	 Provides flexible reporting options based on the individual preferences and

requirements of your users. These options include a powerful built-in user

interface for active power users and the delivery of reports and analyses via

e-mail, portals, executive dashboards and interfaced to popular desktop

applications

•	 Requires little or no computer expertise



NORTH AMERICA 
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 
Silvon Software, Inc. 
900 Oakmont Lane, Suite 400, 
Westmont, IL 60559 
Ph: (630) 655-3313 
Fax: (630) 655-3377 
Toll-Free: (800) 874-5866 
E-mail: info@silvon.com 

EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA 
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 
Silvon Software, Ltd. (UK) 
Pinewood Studios 
Pinewood Road 
Iver Heath, Bucks SL00NH 
Ph: +44 (0) 1753 631133 
Fax: +44 (0) 1753 635192 

AUSTRALIA / PACIFIC RIM 
HEADQUARTERS 
Silvon Software, Inc.
c/o Masai Business Analysis 
& Consulting Pty Ltd
65 Hume Street
Crows Nest, NSW 2090 
Australia
Ph: + 61 (2) 9016 2892
E-mail: silvon@masai.com.au

www.silvon.com



